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FUND OVERVIEW

Structure SICAV Part II

Inception Date May 2019

Term Open-Ended Fund

Master Fund Size* $2,365.1M USD

Currencies Available USD, EUR, GBP, CHF

Year-End December 31
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Monthly Report

*Fund Size includes current NAV plus net subscriptions received for 
1 June 2022 dealing date.

The Hamilton Lane Global Private Assets Fund I-USD
share class returned 2.34% for the month of May,
bringing annualized since-inception returns to 15.13%.
Due to the strengthening of the Euro and British Pound
Sterling relative to the US Dollar, the partially hedged
I-EUR and I-GBP share classes performed slightly worse,
returning 1.51% and 2.19% respectively.

Public markets faced another month of volatility in May,
with the MSCI World ending the month flat at 0.08% in
USD terms. The Global Private Assets Fund saw positive
investment performance for the month driven by strong
double-digit EBITDA growth across a handful of
investments.

The positive investment performance for the month of
May was primarily driven by gains in the equity portion
of the portfolio. Echo Global Logistics and AIT
Worldwide Logistics, two equity investments made
alongside The Jordan Company, were the biggest
drivers of performance for the month, accounting for
just under 50% of portfolio gain. Echo Global Logistics
has performed well since investment, exceeding the
initial growth plan of The Jordan Company, and
successfully acquiring a competitor. Both companies
have also benefitted from the tailwinds seen across the
logistics industry and have been able to meaningfully
grow earnings.

STARK, an equity investment alongside CVC Capital
Partners, is a leading distributor of building materials in
Northern Europe. The company has organically grown
earnings while also successfully pursuing M&A,
becoming the portfolio’s third largest driver of
performance for the month.

The Fund closed on one new transaction during the
month, deploying $9m to a credit deal.

Deal flow remains strong, particularly in the direct credit
and direct equity portions of the portfolio, but the team
continues to be highly selective in allocating new capital
to transactions.

As of month end, the Fund’s cash holdings equal 14% of
NAV. The cash position is fully penciled to transactions
pending to close in the next three to six months.

TOP TEN INVESTMENTS BY NAV

Company/ 
Fund General Partner Investment 

Type Sector
% of 
Total 
NAV

Project Eagle The Jordan 
Company Secondary Diversified 2.4%

Echo Global 
Logistics

The Jordan 
Company Equity Industrials 2.4%

AIT 
Worldwide 
Logistics

The Jordan 
Company Equity Industrials 2.0%

Project 
Moneyball Various Secondary Diversified 1.8%

Belron Clayton, Dubilier 
& Rice Secondary Consumer 

Discretionary 1.7%

Project Big 
Bird MBK Partners Secondary Consumer 

Discretionary 1.6%

Authentic 
Brands 
Group

HPS 
Investment 

Partners, LLC
Equity Consumer 

Discretionary 1.5%

Race 
Winning 
Brands

MiddleGround 
Capital Equity Consumer 

Discretionary 1.5%

Oldcastle 
Building 
Envelope

KPS Equity Materials 1.5%

Salesloft Vista Equity 
Partners Equity Information 

Technology 1.4%
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Track Record – I Shares USD
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INVESTMENT 
TYPE GEOGRAPHY

STRATEGY

Communications
3%

Consumer Discretionary
13%

Consumer Staples
4%

Energy
1%

Financials
8%

Health Care
16%Industrials

27%

Information 
Technology

23%

Materials
5%

INDUSTRY

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual

2019 N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.21% 0.40% 1.45% 0.12% 1.09% 0.53% 0.96% 2.62% 9.75%

2020 0.42% (1.37%) (3.44%) 2.72% 2.06% 1.41% 2.20% 0.09% 4.10% 0.89% 3.39% 2.93% 16.26%

2021 1.14% 0.04% 2.37% 2.87% 1.89% 1.70% (0.01%) 3.03% (0.16%) 2.95% 1.42% 1.88% 20.81%

2022 (2.17%) (0.39%) 2.14% (1.65%) 2.34% 0.18%
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110 Washington Street
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www.hamiltonlane.com

For questions and inquires, please contact :

Share 
Class ISIN Launch 

Date NAV per Share MTD YTD 2021 Since 
Inception

Since 
Inception 

Annualized

I-USD LU2008199189 May 2019 $154.4125 2.34% 0.18% 20.81% 54.41% 15.13%

I-EUR LU2097348770 Feb 2020 €138.1856 1.51% 2.16% 23.52% 38.19% 14.87%

I-GBP LU1935315397 Feb 2020 £141.3642 2.19% 2.43% 20.98% 41.36% 15.99%

I-CHF LU2329142975 July 2021 SFr. 109.6340 1.79% 1.24% 8.29% 9.63% -

R-CHF LU2329143270 Jan 2022 SFr. 103.7975 1.76% 3.80% - 3.80% -

R-USD LU2086496044 Jan 2020 $139.1939 2.30% -0.01% 20.26% 39.19% 14.66%

R-GBP LU2086541872 July 2021 £112.3977 2.14% 2.22% 9.95% 12.40% -

R-EUR LU2086611246 Nov 2020 €130.6176 1.47% 1.97% 22.96% 30.62% 18.38%

F-USD LU2008198702 May 2019 $158.2274 2.45% 0.23% 21.99% 58.23% 16.05%

F-GBP LU2035225098 Mar 2021 £124.8149 2.28% 2.62% 21.62% 24.81% 19.40%
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Disclosures

This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and contains confidential and proprietary information, the disclosure of
which could be harmful to Hamilton Lane. Accordingly, the recipients of this presentation are requested to maintain the confidentiality of the
information contained herein. This presentation may not be copied or distributed, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of
Hamilton Lane.

The information contained in this presentation may include forward-looking statements regarding returns, performance, opinions, the fund
presented or its portfolio companies, or other events contained herein. Forward-looking statements include a number of risks, uncertainties
and other factors beyond our control, or the control of the fund or the portfolio companies, which may result in material differences in actual
results, performance or other expectations. The opinions, estimates and analyses reflect our current judgment, which may change in the
future.

All opinions, estimates and forecasts of future performance or other events contained herein are based on information available to Hamilton
Lane as of the date of this presentation and are subject to change. Past performance of the investments described herein is not indicative of
future results. In addition, nothing contained herein shall be deemed to be a prediction of future performance. The information included in this
presentation has not been reviewed or audited by independent public accountants. Certain information included herein has been obtained
from sources that Hamilton Lane believes to be reliable, but the accuracy of such information cannot be guaranteed.

This presentation is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, any security or to enter into any agreement with Hamilton Lane or
any of its affiliates. Any such offering will be made only at your request. We do not intend that any public offering will be made by us at any time
with respect to any potential transaction discussed in this presentation. Any offering or potential transaction will be made pursuant to separate
documentation negotiated between us, which will supersede entirely the information contained herein.

Certain of the performance results included herein do not reflect the deduction of any applicable advisory or management fees, since it is not
possible to allocate such fees accurately in a vintage year presentation or in a composite measured at different points in time. A client’s rate of
return will be reduced by any applicable advisory or management fees, carried interest and any expenses incurred. Hamilton Lane’s fees are
described in Part 2 of our Form ADV, a copy of which is available upon request.

The following hypothetical example illustrates the effect of fees on earned returns for both separate accounts and fund-of-funds investment
vehicles. The example is solely for illustration purposes and is not intended as a guarantee or prediction of the actual returns that would be
earned by similar investment vehicles having comparable features. The example is as follows: The hypothetical separate account or fund-of-
funds consisted of $100 million in commitments with a fee structure of 1.0% on committed capital during the first four years of the term of the
investment and then declining by 10% per year thereafter for the 12-year life of the account. The commitments were made during the first three
years in relatively equal increments and the assumption of returns was based on cash flow assumptions derived from a historical database of
actual private equity cash flows. Hamilton Lane modeled the impact of fees on four different return streams over a 12-year time period. In these
examples, the effect of the fees reduced returns by approximately 2%. This does not include performance fees, since the performance of the
account would determine the effect such fees would have on returns. Expenses also vary based on the particular investment vehicle and,
therefore, were not included in this hypothetical example. Both performance fees and expenses would further decrease the return.

Hamilton Lane (Germany) GmbH is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hamilton Lane Advisors, L.L.C. Hamilton Lane (Germany) GmbH is authorised
and regulated by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin). In the European Economic Area this communication is directed solely at
persons who would be classified as professional investors within the meaning of Directive 2011/61/EU (AIFMD). Its contents are not directed at,
may not be suitable for and should not be relied upon by retail clients.

Hamilton Lane (UK) Limited is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hamilton Lane Advisors, L.L.C. Hamilton Lane (UK) Limited is authorized and
regulated by the Financial Conducts Authority. In the UK this communication is directed solely at persons who would be classified as a
professional client or eligible counterparty under the FCA Handbook of Rules and Guidance and the MiFID II Regulation. Its contents are not
directed and may not be suitable for retail clients.

Hamilton Lane Advisors, L.L.C. is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the Corporations Act 2001
in respect of the financial services by operation of ASIC Class Order 03/1100: U.S. SEC regulated financial service providers. Hamilton Lane
Advisors, L.L.C. is regulated by the SEC under U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. The PDS and target market determination for the
Hamilton Lane Global Private Assets Fund (AUD) can be obtained by calling 02 9293 7950 or visiting our website www.hamiltonlane.com.au.

Any tables, graphs or charts relating to past performance included in this presentation are intended only to illustrate the performance of the
indices, composites, specific accounts or funds referred to for the historical periods shown. Such tables, graphs and charts are not intended to
predict future performance and should not be used as the basis for an investment decision.

The information herein is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment
recommendations. You should consult your accounting, legal, tax or other advisors about the matters discussed herein.

The calculations contained in this document are made by Hamilton Lane based on information provided by the general partner (e.g. cash flows
and valuations), and have not been prepared, reviewed or approved by the general partners.

As of January 6, 2022

http://www.hamiltonlane.com.au/
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